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L-R: 1945

Edgar "Eggie" Schultz, "A" Co., Bismarck, ND
Bessie-Merrill's Marauders after return to U.S.

ledo WALAWBUM lnkangawtaung nhpum-ga
shaduzup MVITKVINA strange names/words to most of the
men in the 164th but not to the men that volunteered for one
hazardous mission in a different theatre of war, quick in and/
out than back to the states and out of the Army. The 164th
had arrived in the Fiji Islands, and was taking a well-deserved
rest after the very strenuous battle for Guadalcanal. The
Regiment had reinforced the 1st Marine Division on
Guadalcanal and participated in the last major battle the
Japanese forces made in an attempt to dislodge the Marines/
164th Infantry. With replacements arriving to bring the unit up
to strength and stepped up training for future battles, the
promise of a quick battle, back to the states and out of the
Army appealed to 27 men from the 164th. All of the volunteers

L to R:

Leslie "Les" R. Aldrich, "/" Co. Wapheton, ND
Joe Grotte, "A" Co. Watford City, ND
1945, San Antonio, Texas; Two Merrill's Marauders.

for the proposed active had to be infantrymen with combat
experience. The 164th group joined a number of other
infantrymen and boarded the troop ship Luraleen, sailed for
New Caledonia, picked up a contingent of troops and sailed
to Brisbane, Australia. In Brisbane the troops were taken off
the ship, given a physical examination (no one failed),
marched around for exercise. At the Brisbane stop a number
of men came aboard with specific experience in handling
mules. These men were muleskinners from New Caledonia,
Australia and New Guinea. These clues should have alerted
all troops that this mission was unusual because the troops
sat at 6 man tables with clean linen, plates and the need for
muleskinners. The next stop was at Freemantle, Australia for
more exercise and loading of supplies and men. A short time
Continued onpg 3
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Photo Credit: Mark Durley

Mark Durley, Major 164th Infantry WWII returned to Bougainville,
August 1982 to check some of the areas where the 164th engaged lap
forces. Buin area southern Bougainville - No.I Buin Airfield. No.2
Malibita Hill where Coa t Watcher Paul Mason radioed Guadalcanal
on Japanese airplanes at Buin and KahilaAirfields and lap Navy ships
in the harbor that would be heading for Guadalcanal 1942-43. No. 3
Kango Hill Hdqts. Japanese 8th Navy fleet. No. 4 Kahila Airfield to
which Admiral Yamato was headed when shot down by U.S. pilots flying
P-38's a.k.a. as the Lighting Fighter planes. The P-38's flew from
Guadalcanal to "Dust the Tail of the Eagle". No. 5 General area in
which Yamato's plane went down. Yamato was the Japanese Admiral
that planned the sneak attack on Pearl Harbor December 7, 1941 and
in many other countries in the Asia/Pacific area.

HONIARA Guadalcanal

Admiral Yamato s "Betty" bomber at rest east of Kahila Air.field.

Continued on pg 20

"A man can stand a lot as long as
he can stand himself."
Alex Munthe

DUES/ ADDRESS CHANGE
A dues notice will not have to be mailed to you if you sent
in your annual $1 O before January 1, 2004. Your action will
save the Association the printing costs of notice plus the
postage cost. PLEASE INCLUDE ANY CHANGE OF
ADDRESS.
THANKS BEN KEMP

srr

ANNUAL REUNION
Above is a picture of Point Cruz, Guadalcanal. Just behind Point
Cruz is Mantanikau Ridge, a place where the 164th lost many men
KIA and wounded in close hard fighting with Japanese forces. This
is also the same location where elements of the 182nd Infantry had
trouble staying in their assigned position on the front lines. The
164th Infantry had to move in and retake the positions abandoned
by the 182nd Infantry. Honiara is the capital city of Guadalcanal
with about a population of 30,000 people. When the 164th was
engaged in battling the laps there was no city and there were only
3 types of people on the island American troops, natives and an
enemy force of the Japanese Army. Honiara is the city visited by 27
members of the 164th on a return trip to Guadalcanal, October
1992, fifty years after the Regiment had landed to reinforce the
First Marine Division. The group of27 stayed at the Mendana hotel,
a beautiful resort hotel owned by a Japanese Company.
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A quick return of your registration fee will really help the
Reunion Committee to make firm plans for the meals and
social activities.

RAFFLE TICKETS
The 164th Infantry raffle tickets are a strong financial aid
to the success of the annual reunion. If you are unable to
attend the reunion please mail in your Raffle tickets. Drawing
will be held at the annual banquet/dance Saturday 20
September 03 - NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN.
Thanks Reunion Committee

later the ship anchored in the harbor in Bombay, India. The
troops were kept on board until an officer came aboard to
exchange US/Australian money for rupees. Apparently the
money exchange was made to keep US dollars coming into
India which might fall into the hands of the Japanese. After
landing in Bombay there no cooks in the unit so US troops
were sent to an English Army Camp and had their meals there.
This was nice as the US troops received the same daily ration
of rum, about a pint, as the British troops. The rum ration
stopped when the US troops moved into their own camp with
army cooks. The US unit was designated as 5307 Composite
Unit (Provisional), code name "Galahad". The commanding
officer was Brig/Gen. Merrill, a West Point graduate.
The 5307 Composite Unit became known via the news
media, as Merrill's Marauders. The training for the Marauders
stepped up with pack mules arriving, learning how to load
and care for mules. The training lasted two months with
inspection/reviews by Lord Louis Mountbatten and General
Wingate. The British provided information about some of the
aspects of fighting in Burma. Once the mules were settled in
and trained to carry heavy loads a veterinary removed their
voice box and hearing so that the mules would not bray or
create a commotion while moving in the jungle. By having no
hearing the mules would stand quiet during combat actions.
After the operation the mules were as quiet as a mouse,
munching grass or oats during combat action. The mules were
shipped in from Australia. Actually the need for the operation
on the mules was necessary to prevent giving away a position
in combat in Burma. A warm up march of 150 miles with full
equipment was conducted to season the unit for the long hike
into Burma about 500 miles over the foothills of the Himalayas.
Climbing up the mountains was tough going, down it was
very tough as ones foot/toes slide into the end of the shoe,
very painful. The weather very hot, humid, bugs and many
mosquitoes. The jungle growth in Burma was much denser
than growth on Guadalcanal. Cutting through the growth often
left bamboo hanging similar to a low ceiling in a room or
created a tunnel affect.
Once the Marauders moved into Burma they would be
operating deep in Japanese territory. All supplies water,
ammunition, oats for mules, medical supplies and rations were
dropped by parachutes. Some problems developed when
airdrops were made because Chinese troops (Allies WWII)
were rushing to the drop area and grabbing the supplies.
Protests were made to Chinese officers to no avail but the
stealing stopped when several Chinese soldiers were shot
while stealing the air dropped supplies. Being wounded in
many of the battles fought to reach the Japanese held airfield
at Myitkyina held little hope of being evacuated. Many of the
wounded were patched up and went back on the fighting line.
After the force captured the Myitkyina airfield most of the
Marauders were sent back to the US but were not discharged
from the Army until the end of WWII, 1945. Furloughs were
granted to the men along with strict warnings not to talk about
how poorly our Chinese Allies fought in the battle, or about
the stealing of Marauders supplies or shooting of Chinese
troops.
The volunteers from the 164th who were part of the 5307th
Composite Unit (Provisional) a.k.a. Merrill's Marauders were

Frank Graham, "A" Co., Charlie Beck, "I" Co., Ray Paton,
Anti-tank Co., Carroll Walsh, "A" Co., Bismarck, ND, Fred
Schneider, a regular army man Fort Ord, Ca., joined "C" Co.,
Tony Tagel, Morris Anderson, Mayville, ND, Jack E. Egan,
Maynard Doling, Edmond Docetta, Ray Nelson, James
Westerhauser, Jack A. Codding, Bob Cole, Harvey, ND, Seth
Rasmussen, Bernard "Bernie" Minnehan, "I" Co., now living
in Idaho, Bill Kavonius, "A" Co., Bismarck, ND, Bob Trimbo,
Joe Grotte, "A" Co., Watford City, ND, Henry Birkholtz, Harry
Connell, from California, Ted McCarty, Ray Griffin, "I" Co.,
Harold Griffits, "C" Co., died in Burma, Lawrence Griffits, "C"
Co., John Holt, "C" Co. was one of the 27 members that
returned to visit Guadalcanal October 1992, Fargo, ND, Joe
Grotte, Watford City, ND and Bernard "Bernie" Minnehan, "I"
Co., Bill Kavonius, "A" Co., Bismarck, ND, Bob Trimbo, Henry
Bilkholtz, Harry Colnell. The information for this article was
based on interviews with Joe Grotte and John Holt. Time has
taken it's toll, only 3 members of the 27 men that volunteered
for the chance to fight in a different theatre of war are still
alive, "Bernie" Minnehan, Lewiston, Idaho. Joe Grotte, Watford
City ND and John Holt, Fargo ND. While discussing his
experience ok Merrill's Marauders, Joe Grotte was asked have
you been volunteering for any unusual activities? Grotte
replied in a low voice, "Only the Watford City Fire Department."
After the Myitkyina airfield was captured elements of the
Chinese Army relieved the Marauders. The surviving troops
in Merrill's Marauders where finally going to be sent back to
the USA. Prior to getting aboard an army flight home, Grotte,
Holt and others had a chance to visit the JAi MAHAL in the
city of Agrea, India. USO show was performing for the troops
featuring Bing Crosby singing "Far Away .Places". The boys
from ND can say they circled the globe leaving ND for
Louisiana, California, Washington, · Montana, Oregon,
Australia, New Caledonia, Fiji Islands, Brisbane/Freemantle
Australia, India, Burma, returning via Cairo Egypt, Portugal,
Spain, Ascension Islands, New York, Texas and finally back
to ND. Really a long trip.

MER ILL'S MARAUDERS
One of the least known battlefields in World War 11 was
the setting for the unique, legendary fighting force known as
Merrill's Marauders in Burma. Merrill's Marauders, was a
regiment-sized unit - officially known as the 5307th Composite
Unit (Provisional), code named "Galahad".
A long-range deep-penetration unit, the Marauders fought
behind Japanese lines, being supplied solely by parachute
drops.
The unit campaigned in some of the most rugged
mountainous jungle terrain in the world, where the humid heat
was as high as 104 degrees. The unit's ranks were decimated
by a range of jungle diseases including scrub, typhus and
malaria.
The terrain in the mountains was so steep that even the
Missouri mules used by the Marauders were unable to cope
with it. Their loads had to be off loaded and packed over some
trails by men.
By the time the unit took part in its last major battle, the
siege of Myitkyina, which was wrested from the Japanese,
the Marauders were a spent force.
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(Taken from the Burma News)
(Ed. Note: If any names of the 164th men volunteering for Merrill's
Marauders where omitted please send them to the editor. Thanks to
Grotte and Holt for their help. Grotte, Holt and Minnehan are still
alive but long in years).

Frank L. Graham - A Co.
Charlie Beck - I Co.
Ray Minnehan-Deceased in Burma
Carroll D. Walsh-A Co.
Fred Schneider-C Co.
TonyTagel
Morris S. Anderson-Mayville
Jack E. Egan
Maynard Doling-Died-60's
Edmond Docette
Ray Nelson-Died 1995
James Westerhauser

Jack A. Codding
Bob Cole-Harvey
Seth Rasmussen
Bernard Minnehan-I Co.
Bill Kavonius-A Co.
Bob Trimbo
Joe Grotte - A- Co.
Henry Birkholtz
Harry Connell-California
Ted McCarty
Ray Griffin-I Co.
Harold Griffits-C-(Died Burma)
Lawrence Griffits-C. Co.
John Holt-C. Co.

164TH INFANTRY REGIMENT
SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The 164th Infantry Scholarship was a long held dream of
Walter Johnsen, Reg./Hqc./Service Co. and a Life Member
of the 164th Infantry Association. Johnsen started working
with Milt Kane and others for a plan to provide financial aid to
students who might need assistance to begin or complete
their education. Another factor that motivated Johnsen was
his desire to keep the record and spirit of the 164th Infantry
Regiment WWII alive.

Fargo, North Dakota 58103-5915. All scholarship funds will
be placed in an interest bearing account.
Continued on pg 5

Walt Johnsen, after WWII, using the G.I. Bill, earned a
degree in architecture and practiced his profession in Fargo,
North Dakota. Johnsen, using his architectural skills, designed
the 164th Infantry Regiment (Rifle) Memorial located in the
Veteran's Cemetery, Mandan, North Dakota. After Walt
Johnsen answered the Last Roll Call, Milt Kane moved forward
to set up a scholarship fund and complete Johnsen's dream
for a scholarship fund. The fund started with donations from
Mark Durley, (LM), $500, Fresno, California; Walter Hickey
(LM), $200, Hilliard, Florida; funds from Howard White (LM),
Bowman, North Dakota, and small memorials established by
Walt Johnsen in memory of deceased friends.
Kane, as an original incorporator and as administrator for
the scholarship fund, had an attorney prepare articles of
incorporation/by-laws and an application for a designation as
a corporation organized exclusively for charitable and
educational purposes within the meaning of Section 501 (c)
(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The required legal work
has been completed with a Certificate of Incorporation issued
by the State of North Dakota, Secretary of State. Kane stated
that the 164th Infantry Scholarship Fund is qualified as a
501 (c) (3) non-profit educational and charitable corporation.
Any contributions, donations, or gifts to the 164th Infantry
Scholarship Fund are tax deductible by the individual(s)
donating funds. Any individual or organization planning to
make a donation or gift may name the 164th Infantry
Scholarship Fund and mail to Milt Kane, 3110 S. 17th Street,
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L-R: Mac H. Osborne - 1st Class Petty Officer, US Navy, 22 years active
duty on cruisers and destroyers. (Destroyers often referred to as Tin Cans).
Mac H. states he will stay on active sea duty for the fall 30 years cruiser.
Scott S. Osborne completed 30 years in the U.S. Navy, retired as a Master
Chief Petty Officer.
David J. Osborne professional career in the health field. The Osborne
brothers are the sons of Lt. Ben Osborne, "B " Company, 164th Infantry
WWII. In volume 40, No. 4 December 2000, Ben Osborne is pictured with
"B" Company marchingfrom the Fargo, NDAnnory to take the trainfor
Camp Claiborne, La. Lt. Osborne was transferred to "E" Company and
served as the executive officer on Guadalcanal.

Kane stated that the three sons, Scott, Mac and David, of
Lt. Ben Osborne (LM) have presented a gift of $2,800 in the
memory of their father. They requested that the funds be used
to establish the Lt. Ben Osborne and "B" Company, 164th
Infantry Scholarship. Lt. Ben Osborne served in "B" Company
and "E" Company, and the Army of Occupation in Japan,
WWII. The gift from the Osborne sons is very generous and
will be a lasting memorial for their father.
Any individual in preparing their last will and testament
may want to consider a gift to the scholarship fund, as it will
help reduce their tax burden.

2 Lt. Ben Osborne - 1940 was member of "B"
Company 164th Infantry WWII. 0 bome was
awarded the following medal and ribbons:
Combat Infantry Badge, Bronze Star, American
Defense Medal, American Defense Medal,
Asiatic Campaign Medal with 2 Battle Stars,
World War II Victory Medal, National Defense
Medal, Philippine Island Liberation Medal with
1 Star, Army Presidential Unit Citation, Navy
Marine Presidential Unit Citation. Osborne
served in the occupation forces after Japan
surrendered. Ben was a member of the 164th
Infantry Association for many years and
attended most of the Association reunions prior
to answering the Last Roll Call.
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"Perseuerance is not a long race; it is many
short races one after another."
Walter Dwight

GENSIS OF THE 164TH ASSOCIATION
The 164th Infantry Association started with an informal
gathering of old friends during the American Legion
Convention, Devils Lake, ND 1946. Some of the individuals
present at the spirited meeting were Elmo Olson, Joe Grotte,
Lester "Les" Forde, Jack Connolly, Howard Van Tassel, Jim
Fenelon, Edgar Agnew and other WWI I 164th guys. Many of
names in attendance have been forgotten, no list of names
of those present could be found. The general tenor of the
meeting was to keep the Association separate from other
veteran's organizations.
October 13 was the date suggested for the annual reunion
as this is the date 13, October, 1942 that the 164th Infantry
landed on Guadalcanal and was subjected to two days of
enemy bombing raids plus the tremendous Japanese navy
bombardment by Japanese Battleships Haruna, Kongo and
38 escort ships. The next 164th reunion was held June 7
1947 in Jamestown, ND. At this reunion the Association wa~
formalized with the Adoption of a constitution/by-laws and
election of officers. The 13 October date held firm for many
years but gradually the sacred date slipped as the special
date didn't always fall on or close to a weekend along with
the problem of scheduling with hotels. At one time the
Association had about 2,000 members or more, dues were
$1.00. All the people joining the 164th Association had not
served with the Regiment in WWI I. But they were individuals
that had been in the 164th during National Guard peacetime.
The 164th Association is very unique, as an annual reunion
has been held every year since it was formally organized.
Reunions were a great time for comrades to renew friendships
and keep in touch. The newsletter has been great in keeping
the membership in contact with one another along with
opportunities for members to share WWII experiences.
Thanks to William "Bill" H. Johnson, 509 3rd Ave SW,
Jamestown, ND 58401 for saving a copy of 7 June 1947
reunion program. The people listed in the program have all
answered the Last Roll Call.

There is a Friends ofAmerica Club in Noumea and it is amazing to
see all the American flags, decals on T-shirts and bumper stickers
proclaiming their friendship with the Americans.
(Ed Note: InformationfromAmerical Newsletter- May-June 1992.
Noumea, capital city New Caledonia reaily did not look like much
of city when the 164th Infantry stationed war in defensive positions
near Noumea awaiting an expected invasion from Japanese Navy/
Army forces. The Coral Sea battle defeat inflicted by the U.S. Navy
stopped the expected Japanese attack. The 3rd BN, 164th spent a
great amount of time in Noumea unloading U. . supply ships. The
3rd BN often referred to themselve as the Stevedore BN. Service
company trucks helped transport supplie , ammo, etc. to various
designated locations. The roads were narrow; two lanes unpaved
highways hanging on the sides of very high hills and mountains.
Lots of dangerous curves. New Caledonia Island a Free French
Island, about ninety miles long and forty miles wide was under of
the control of the French government, Paris, France. The island
had been colonized by the French by sending many Frenchmen there
that had committed crimes in France. The predominate language
was French. The view of the blue pacific from high hills/mountains
was magnificent. The Free French started a comfort station in
Noumea that was visited by American Troops on occasion. The liquid
spirits available for relaxation not to great, Butterfly Brandy and
Hospital Brandy. The 164th left Noumea 9 October 1942, headed
for Guadalcanal. Has anyone from the 164th ever revisited New
Caledonia?)

l

';])on i wake me fhe newj /rom fhe front i3 good aj t/zere wdf be ,w
need lo hurr'J- But / the newj i3

bad wake me immedi.ate/g.
na,.,oleon
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A Cruise
The 164th Infantry (Rifle) recalled February/March 1942
from guarding railroad bridges, tunnels, ammunition depots
in Oregon, Montana, assembled at Ford Ord, California. Many
men were transferred from various army units to bring the
regiment up to full strength. The medics conducted physicals
to eliminate any soldier that might have a health problem.
The regiment was moved by train to the port of Embarkation,
San Francisco as part of Task Force 6814 with the ultimate
destination Melbourne, Australia, most of the men in the
regiment had never been to sea before except of those officers
that had served in France WWII. The President Coolidge was
built in 1931. The ship was christened by Mrs. Calvin Coolidge
21 February 1931 with the traditional champagne. The
Coolidge statistics: length 654 feet 3 inches, draft 34 feet,
gross tons 21,936, speed 20 knots, carried 3,486 civilian
passengers and cargo of 550,00.
President Coolidge entered trans-Pacific service and
steamed uneventfully until she began evacuating refugees
from the Orient in 1940. She was taken over by the Army in
July 1941 and made several trips to Honolulu and Manila. On
1 November 1941, the President Coolidge once more sailed
from the Golden Gate for the same destinations, and was en

route home midway between Manila and Honolulu, when the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor occurred. She reached San
Francisco on Christmas Day 1941.
In early 1942 the ship was hastily adapted for carrying
large numbers of troops and at once began service to
Southwest Pacific. On 12 January she left for Melbourne and
Wellington, returning to San Francisco on 7 March. The ship
was converted into a troop ship capable of carrying 5,000 or
more troops. The 164th Infantry Regiment (Rifle) designated
as Task Force 6814 went aboard, along with an assortment
of various military units moving to the Pacific war zone.
P-38 fighter planes, with wings removed, glass canopy's
painted black and Navy Torpedo Boats - PT's were strapped
to the decks. The Coolidge carrying the 164th Regiment and
other troops were headed for Australia and would be crossing
the 180th Meridian and equator on the same trip. Although
the Coolidge still had some of its tourist facilities, a swimming
pool and continental lounge, the newly remodeled cabins
contained several small bunks just wide enough to hold a
human body. Many of the troops slept in hammocks. The ships
sailed out of San Fransisco harbor March 1942.

PRESIDENT COOLIDGE
Length, overall ......................... 654 '3"
Beam ........................................ 81 '0"
Draft ........................................ 34'0"
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Gross tons ......................... 21,936
Speed................................
20
Radius ............................... 14,400

Propulision ............... Turbine
Passengers ................ 3,486
Cargo ........................ 550,000

The convoy sailed southwest to the Marquesas Island and
refueled. The southwest direction stopped the rumor that the
convoy was headed for the Philippines. The Coolidge zigzagged on a prescribed course to minimize presenting an
easy target for any Japanese submarines that might be in
the area. Crossing the equator made it appropriate ceremony
to acknowledge the event. Colonel Earl Sarles, Regimental
Commander, donned the King Neptune attire, holding a
makeshift trident initiated the men into the realm of King
Neptune. Some of the candidates were dunked in the onboard
swimming pool.

was given instructions on how to enter the harbor. The Master
then proceeded into the harbor, following these instructions
and without waiting for a pilot, because it was dangerous to
wait outside. At 0935, there was an explosion on the starboard
side at the engine room. The explosions were both underneath
the ship, not on the sides. Within three minutes water had
entered the fireroom and reached the controls. The Master
ordered a right rudder and headed the ship for shore. She
grounded on a ledge, several hundred yards from the beach.
She listed over on her port side, gradually filled and slipped
entirely off the ledge into deep water, where she sank at 1045
local time. Most of the cargo was aboard the ship when she
sank, because only a small amount had been discharged at
Noumea. The ship was abounded in lifeboats and rafts. Some
men swam the short distance to shore. The crew was ashore
for about six days and then taken aboard the SS Island mail
and SS Cape Fairbrother. Twenty-six crewmembers went to
Noumea by airplane, where they boarded the SS Lurline,
which sailed on 6 November, arriving later in San Francisco.

The 164th band provided music for the Ceremony.
Certificates were awarded so one could show that they were
trusting Shellback, a member of the Court of Neptune Rex, to
give help and to protect the bearer in wandering the Mighty
Pacific. The Coolidge arrive in Melbourne, Australia April 8,
1942.
The President Coolidge was apparently never attacked,
but on 25 October 1942, she ran into an American mine at
the entrance to the channel at the island of Espiritu Santo.
The ship was under orders to proceed to Luganville Bay to
meet a pilot boat outside the minefield. The Master was
refused when he asked for the location of the minefield.
Approaching Espiritu Santo Island, the ship stopped for half
an hour alongside an anchored destroyer while the Master

Almost 5,000 persons were aboard the ship but only two
were lost since the captain ran her in close to shore. This
prudent decision enabled the men to climb down the side of
the ship and get ashore safely, and a great disaster was
averted. A sad end to a great ship.
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A LAST GOODBYE
It was quiet. It was serene where two women gazed at the
turbulent Red River in Fargo on a cold wintry day. No traffic
sounds, no people talking. The only movement, water coming
over the dam. The two sisters gazing at the wild Red River
were remembering their father's death and heroism over 50
plus years ago. Ed Goff drowned in the Red River while trying
to save a man he did not know. It was July 27, 1953 when
Goff, without thinking about the raging water below the dam,
dove in to try to save Floyd Huckeby, a swimmer in trouble.
Huckeby was farm laborer working near Casselton, ND. Goff
had taken his children to play down by the raging Red River
to play.
At the North Dam, Ed heard someone yelling for help. It
was Huckeby, who had been swept over the dam and was
drowning. Ed pulled his shoes and socks and leaped into the
water. Goff got to Huckeby, there was a struggle, and both
men were swept under the water. All of this was watched by
Ed Goff's three children, Edward Ill, 5; Lynn, 4; and Richard,
2. The Fargo/Moorhead Fire Departments were called to
search for the bodies. The bodies were found a few days
after the tragedy. Heroism came naturally to Ed Goff, but he'd
be the last one to tell you about it. Goff fought with the famed
164th North Dakota Infantry on Guadalcanal during WWII and
received several medals including the Purple Heart, the Silver
Star and the Distinguished Service Cross. The WWII medals
are the prized possessions of the family along with the
Carnegie Medal for heroism in honor of what Ed did on a
summer day at the North Dam in Fargo, ND.

Goff's two daughters learned that the North Dam area on
the Red River, where their father died was going to be changed
so they decided to take one last look at the area. Guided by
Fargo firefighter Mureil Le Doux lead them to the spot where
Ed dove into the river in an attempt to save a man from
drowning. The sisters Lynn Mutcher and Kathy Olson comfort
one another after tossing flowers in the Red River as a last
goodbye to their father.
(Ed. Note: Information source Fargo Forum and interviews with
Goff's married daughters Kathy Olson, 15145 52 St SE, Leonard,
ND 58052; Lynn Mutcher, 890 37th St NE, Northwood, ND 58267.
Goff's daughters would like to hear from anyone that se-rved with
their father in WWI/. Pictures would be really appreciated).

Photo Credit: Darren Gibbins I The Forum

Ed Gough Reg. Hqds. Co. 1641h Infantry

Kathy Olson, left, Allison Mutchler, center, and Lynn Mutchler listen
toformer Fargo firefighter Murile LeDoux explain what he can
remember from the day of the drowning.
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Sisters Lynn Mutchler and Kathy Olson comfort one another after
tossing flowers at the site along the Red River where their father,
Ed Goff, died in 1953. Goff drowned in an attempt to rescue a
swimmer. at the dam.
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As of July 2003
New Members
Korean War Vet
Co. "B"

Roy F. Krogen
437 Brook Ave. S.

In Memory of her husband John J. Clarys

Moorhead, MN
Korean War Vet

Winfred M. Berntsen ................................ St.Paul, MN

Co. "B"

Willis G. Clark ....................................... Dickenson, ND

WWII & Korean War Vet

$50.00
Earl d. and Emma M. Holly .................... Bismarck, ND

Richard C. Krupich
1217 48th Ave S.
Fargo, ND
Lewis H. Olson

$100.00
Catherine Clarys .................................... Menoken, ND

Co. "B"

In Memory of Emma's sister Elaine Griffin, Wife of Warren "Tony"
Griffin Co G Valley City, ND

Korean War Vet

Howard W. Lauter ....................................... Milford, NJ

MSGT Ret, Army

Nancy B. Carr .............................................. Dalton, MA

119C Brookwood Tri Ct
West Fargo, ND
Ralph H. Lenzmeier
317 N. McLande Rd, Unit B

Co. "B"

Payson, AZ

In Memory of her father Rudson B. "Buddy" Bullinger

Robert Dodd .......................... Inner Grove Heights, MN

New Associate Life Members
David J. Osborne
1090 E. Washington Ave #112
Escondido, CA 92025
Mac H. Osborne
149550 Avenida Venusto #78
San Diego, CA 92128
Scott S. Osborne
840 La Tierra Dr.
San Marcos, CA 92069
(The above three individuals are sons
of Lt. Ben O bome Company "B"
164th Inf. WWll)
AnnMarie Settingsgard
3166 Lori Circle
Simi Valley, CA 93063
Daughter of CPT Oliver Settingsgard

New Associate Members
James F. Kemp
Bismarck, ND

In Memory of his friend Robert J. Olson

Willard Korsmo ........................................... Reeder, ND
$40.00
Elroy & Rosella Kessler .... :............ ~ ........ Kingsbury, CA
$33.50
Kevin P. Mcnulty ................................... Aberdeen, SD+
$30.00
Ernest F. Aufero .................................... Vero Beach, FL
$25.00
Marjorie Dobervich .............................. Devils Lake, ND
Clifford Ottinger ....................................... Corvallis, MT
Donald Eichelberger ............................. Sharpsville, PA
Kenneth B. Shaver ............................. East Bethel, MN
Michael C. Beatini ................................... Montvale, NJ
$20.00
Mary Lou Buchanan ................... Steward Drayton, ND
Ju lean & Bernice Lee .. ..... .. .. ... .. .. ... ...... .... ... Fargo, ND
In Memory of Russell Olson

$10.00
Victor Athian ......................................... San Rafael, CA
Al Olen berger ........................................ Rapid City, SD
Total: $760.00

Son of Ben Kemp
Donations To The Newsletter

"No one can make gou lee/ inle,ior
without gou, consent. "
Eleano, Roose11e/f

(Editors Note: IMF - Contributions to the 164 News help keep the
spirit of the 164th alive. The News provides the form for members
to tell their WWII experiences. Thanks Thanks.)

"The time to relax is when you don't have time for it."
Sidney J. Harris
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To The Editor :
June 3, 2003
The 164th Infantry News
Post Office Box 1111
Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Enclosed is the obituary for Clarence Blecha, of Company C.
He passed away May 22 following open-heart surgery and
complications that began with problems associated with
rheumatic fever he had in 1935.
His time with the 164th was a very important time in his life,
and he talked often of he comrades, especially in recent years.
He tried not to miss the reunions and we are happy he made
the event in 2002.
He also appreciated the work your editor has done over the
years.
Sincerely,
Esther M. Blecha
4582 Belmont Road
Grand Forks, ND 58201-7916
P.S. He had in his files a number of older issues of the 164th
Infantry News, dating to around 1965. If anyone would want
to have these newsletters, please let me know.
(Ed. Note: Your lo i Heavens gain. Clarence wa a good friend I
always enjoyed vi iting with him at the reunions.
Esther you might onsider sending the collection of the 164th
Infantry News to the History Department of the College or to the
high school that Clarence attended. The collection is valuable and
should be saved as it covers some of the history of the 164th Infantry
WWII.)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

5/31/03
Dear Mr. Kemp,
Enclosed you will find a check for $25.00 to help pay for
postage etc.
I received a copy of the 164th Newsletter. From the old guard
friends Joe Cece & Jim Battafarno. Joe was in "F" Co. & Jim
in Hdqs. Myself was in Co. "E". Capt. Walker's story brought
back memories.
Joe Cece has since passed away. We were trying to locate a
Frank Curriere and Julius Cappuccilli to no avail.
I started memorabilia for my grandchildren, had to locate
Division Patch & have stripes, which were misplaced, years
ago. Where is Turner Publishing Co located. I would like to
Purchase "Under the Southern Cross".
I worked for Turner Const. Co New York & the zip code 585021111 came to mind. A hill 1111 Bougainville - was named
after Sgt. Shelly who was killed.
I'm going to forward a copy of the letter from the old guard to
Mass. Hall of Fame.
There is a Hwy named for America! Division.
Julius Cappuccilli I believe was attached to a medical unit
behind "E" Co. but I don't know the number. There was Sugeon
Del Monte. Just read not about, about Frank C. Goffrey, page
19. I know this donation isn't much but I hope it can do
something.
Sincerely,
PFC Michael Beatini
39 Highland Rd.
Montvale, NJ 07645
P.S. Are there any pictures of "E" & "F" Co. in Bougainville.
Would like to purchase them.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
April 1, 2003
The 164th Infantry News

Hi Aufero,
In your letter you stated that the post office screwed up your
mail and you didn't receive your copy of the 164th News. The
post office has it's own rules and changes them many times.
Different post office districts interpret the rules differently and
in most cases do not always follow written instructions given
by the mail patron about forwarding mail. The P.O. returns
copies of the 164th Infantry News that have no forwarding
address. This costs the association $2.00 to $3.00 a copy.
Also, there is a first class postage charge when a correct
address is received from a member. So you can see why a
change of address is so important. In your case the P.O.
apparently didn't follow your written instructions. Thanks for
the purchase of the caps and bumper stickers. Your $30.00
contribution to the Newsletter and good words "keep up the
good work" are welcome. Thanks
Jim Fenelon, Editor
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Dear Mr. Kemp:
Please accept this $35.00 contribution in recognition of my
good friend and fine Editor, Mr. James Fenelon. Your
publication is very professional and I enjoy reading the history
of this courageous 164th Infantry Regiment.
Kevin P. McNulty
P.O. Box 428
Aberdeen, SD 57402-0428
(Ed. Note: Thanks for the contribution to the 164th News. The kind
words are deeply appreciated. Many slings and arrows are thrown
at the Editor from many curmudgeons that stridently try to reduce
the 164th Infantry News to two publications a year.)

3/25/03

When we prepared his obituary, we made special mention of
his having served in World War II with the 164th Infantry:

Ben:
Keep up the good work. Attached is a check for $20.00. $10.00
for my son's Assoc. Member due and $10.00 for the 164th
News. You can send his card to him in Devils Lake, ND.
Scott Olenberger
1014 6th St
Devils Lake, ND 58301
I hope to write a letter in regards to the reunion. Quit or
continue??
Sincerely,
Al & Fran Olenberger
3420 Corral Drive #211

"He joined the North Dakota National Guard while still in high
school. He was called up to serve with the 164th Infantry
Regiment in February, 1941. He served with the 164th for the
duration of the war including 27 months in the South Pacific ...
In a recent conversation, Bob said that the two things he was
the most proud of were his military service and raising a family.
He was always proud of the 164's record. When talking about
their being under heavy attack their first night in Guadalcanal,
he said that they were all green, is scared but, 'No one ran.'
He remained a member of the 164 Association throughout
his life."
My best wishes to other members of the 164th Infantry. Thanks
to my father, I have learned something about your sacrifices
and contributions. You have my respect, and you have my
gratitude.

Rapid City, SD 57702
605-355-0175

(Ed. Note: Many members have saved back issues of the 164th
Infantry News for their children and grandchildren. Thanks).

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
4/03/03
Dear Sir:
Enclosed is a donation of $100.00 in memory of my husband
John J. Clarys who died January 4, 2003.
Sincerely,
Catherine Clarys
General Delivery
Menoken, ND 58558

(Ed. Note: So sorry about your loss of a fine man. Thanks for the
donation to the 164th News. I recall John telling me how much he
enjoyed reading the 164th News).

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Dear Ben,
We enjoy the 164th Infantry News very much. Keep up the
good work. Enclosed is $100.00. $10.00 for my dues. The
rest for continuation of the News.
Willis Clark
Box 463
Dickinson, ND 58602

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
May 13, 2003
The 164th Infantry News
I am sorry to inform you of the death of my father, Robert J.
Olson. He passed away February 26, 2003, in Springfield,
MO.

Sincerely,
Karen A. Olson
2364 NW 121 Street
Oklahoma ~ity, 0~ 73120

(Ed. Note: Your loss is our loss. So many men that served in the
164th Infantry Regiment (Rifle) WWII have answered the Last Roll,
the number of the 164th grows smaller each year, and soon there
will be no one left. Thats life).

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
To the Editor of the 164th Infantry News.
Thank you for the time and effort you exercise in sending this
paper to the veterans. I am writing this letter for my husband
Elroy Kessler who had joined the National Guard in Harvery,
ND. He has always read every article and books which are
available in reporting about the war in the Pacific. We very
seldom read an article which mentions specifically the 164th
Inf., And the part they played in the victory. In the Dec. 2001
issue of the 164th Infantry News an article was included which
gave the best-detailed description of their part in the victory
in the war. It was an article by Colonel Eugene H. Grayson,
Jr. US Army retired. I sent the article to Stephen Ambrose
and during the time Ambrose, the historian had died. I had
asked him why the 164th Inf. was very seldom mentioned
and they included in the "America! Division". Some day I may
make the trip to New Orleans to see the museum he set up.
Perhaps my letter may have determined if the 164th Inf. is in
some of the reports.
Elroy has been disabled since 1992, he became paralyzed
and in intense pain. He spent several weeks at the VA in
Fresno and San Francisco. After a time it was diagnosed as
"Acute Transverse Myelitis," and after some therapy he
regained limited use of his left side. For a number of years he
was on morphine but when he injured his arm and broke his
femur and needed to go to a nursing home, they refused to
give him morphine. He has some relief of pain in his hand
with the use of therma patch.
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He would enjoy hearing from some of his army friends. His
address is Sunbridge Nursing Home, 1101 Stroud Avenue,
Kingsburg, CA 93631. Enclosed is a check to be used for the
subscription and postage.
Sincerely,
Rosella Kessler
1550 Kamm Ave
Kingsburg, CA 96363-1148

(Ed. Note: Thanks for you very generous contribution to the 164th
Infantry News. The $100.00 will helps keep the 164th News going
(4 issues a yr.), to veterans that served together in WWII. So many
people have made the same comment that you made of the lack of
information about the 164th Infantry and its role in WWII. As Editor
I have sent many copies to various historians writing about the war
in the Pacific. The 1st Marine Division had individuals charged
with the responsibility of keeping records of the battles fought in
WWII. Many historians writing about the battle for Guadalcanal
give a few laudatory paragraphs about the 164th Infantry.)

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Louisville.Ky
7 July
Dear Jim,
Thank you for the long, well-written article about the
experience of Betty Ray Connolly Ratterman during World
War II.
To some, this article may have seemed a departure from
the history of the 164th Infantry Regiment in WWII. But then,
maybe Jack Connolly wasn't their "M" Company platoon
sergeant until sometime on ''the Canal". During those turbulent
times our "non-combat" casualties seemed to just disappear.
Suddenly there was a new First Sergeant or Platoon Sergeant
or Gunner in the Second Squad. We all could keep good track
of our combat casualties - the killed and wounded in action.
What had happened so suddenly to each one was important
- the stories passed quickly around. Lessons to be learned.
But the non-combat casualties were somewhere different.
Malaria came to be rampant. Symptoms were being treated.
But effective attacks on the cause were not yet in place. Most
of us came quickly back to duty, weaker but able to do our
jobs (I had it three times on Guadalcanal - malaria). But the
malaria persisted in some - couldn't be contained - evacuation
from the island was necessary. Jack Connolly apparently was
one of these. Even then, some malaria victims came to be
discharged medically form the Army because of persistent
recurring malaria symptoms. I met one of these - a former
member of "M" Company's Second Platoon on "the Canal"
here in Louisville. Bob Gage.
For those of us in "M" Company's First Platoon, Jack
Connolly will always be remembered for an incident that
occurred while we were still on New Caledonia. Jack called
us all together informally one afternoon. We stood "At Ease"
in ranks. Jack had a piece of paper in his hand. He looked at
it perplexed, concerned. It was from Company headquarters.
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He'd been directed to explain its contents to us. And it was then
that Jack Connolly made a statement to us neither we - nor he could ever forget.
"I don't see how you can understand this, "he said, " I can
hardly understand it myself".
During the next few days on several occasions, when Platoon
Sergeant Connolly would ask one or another of us for an
explanation about something, he'd likely be confronted with ,
"Gee, Sergeant, I'm not sure you'd understand".
Soon he called us all together and - in a very nice way pleaded for mercy. He said he was sorry, asked for
understanding. To the best of my knowledge, no one ever brought
the matter up to him again. Water under the bridge.
But - of course - as time went by, whenever, we drank together
back· in Fiji or on Bougainville, the Old Stories would come out the numerous incidents from our lives together - we "band of
brothers". Then I'm sure we remembered Jack Connolly.
Thank you for telling me what happened to Jack during the
rest of his life. He married well, pursued a successful career,
lived an adventurous life. Once upon a time he was my platoon
sergeant.
It always is a pleasure for me to receive my copy of "The
164th Infantry News". The beautiful colors cause it to stand out
from the rest of my mail; eagerly I give it first priority. For my own
selfish part I want to see it four times a year.
I know that most of the WWI I veterans are circa 80 and
beyond - won't be around much longer. But for many (most?) of
us our days in the 164th are the most memorable - the most
formative - of our entire lives. I continued on for a thirty-five year
career in the Army - three wars. But, when I look back, always I
start with the 164th - those were the Best Times.
Enclosed is a check to help the cause. It won't be my last.
I'm a supporter.
All the best,
Richard R. Stevens, PhD
2400 Stannye Court
Louisville, KY 40222-6334
Member Company "M", 164th Infantry February 1942 - February 1945
Corporal/Staff Sergeant

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"'T'he man who can chanae his mind is a
man that's aot one."
Pdward 'Noyes Westcott

BenAs I mentioned last night, I am sending a memorial check
to the 164th Association.
My wife Em is the sister of Warren "Tony" Griffins. Tony's
wife Elaine recently passed away and has been interred at
the Vet Memorial Cemetery at Mandan.
Tony Griffin was with "G" Company on Guadalcanal during
WWI I and has been an active member of the Association for
many years.
I don't know how memorials are handled by the Association
or exactly how they should read. I'm sure whoever handles
these will know what to do.
Ir:, any event, this donation is in memory of:
Elaine Griffin
Wife of Warren "Tony" Griffin
Formerly of "G" Company
Valley City, ND
Submitted by Em & Duane Holly, Bismarck.
Thanks for your help.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
5/27/03
Dear Jim,
I am a sister to John Landowski, and sister-in-law of
Raymond C. Arnesons. I have attended several of the 164th
Reunions and enjoyed all of them. They are well planned,
conducted and everyone has a good time.
I am sending $20.00 for your newsletter. John always lets
me read his. They are very interesting.
I am also enclosing a clipping, which may be of interest to
your newsletter.
Sincerely,

164th KOREAN VETERANS
A social gathering of the 164th Infantry Veterans that
served in Korea was held in the American Legion Club Fargo,
ND to share memories of their time in service. The occasion
was a happy one as reported by Orlyen 0. (The Owl)
Stesgard. The Owl stated that the experience was relaxing
and very enjoyable as great amounts of tea were served. It is
assumed that the alleyed tea probably had contents full of
spirits. The Owl reported that 164th Korean vets present are
looking forward to receiving information on how to join the
164th Infantry Association and attend the Annual Reunion in
Bismarck, ND September 19-20-21, 2003. The tea drinkers
at the 164th Infantry Korean Vets gathering were Lenis Olson,
119 C Street, West Fargo, ND 58078; Alden Gjevre, 3024
Riverside Dr South, Moorhead, MN 56560; Jack lkel, 1040
Elizabeth Street, Hawley, MN 56549; Roy Krogen, 437 Brooks
Ave So, Moorhead, MN 56560; Dennis Larsen, 3507 32nd St
SW, Fargo, ND 58104; Clem Cossette, 5545 Co. Rd. 3,
Kindred, ND 58051; Dick Kropich, 1217 48th Ave S, Fargo,
ND 58104; Ralph Fengeier, 2003 N Arabian Loop, Payson,
AZ 85541; Dennis Jacobson, 2615 Atlantic Dr So, Fargo, ND
58103. The organizer and keepers of the Tea pot social was
reported by the Husky, Hands.om, Braye upstanding (probable
not standing up after consuming tea) member of the 164th
Association the Owl a.k.a. Stensgard.
(Ed. Note: Thanks for the information. All of you are invited to
become members of the Association, as n~w younger members are
needed to carry on the Spirit and Comradiere of the 164thlnfantry. ·
Be great to see you at the Annual Reunion.)
Dear Benny & Jim
Enclosed is name & address of former Korean War 164
Inf. Ground pounders. They want to join, send them a notice.
We had a little get together last night at AM Legion. TEA was
served!!!
The Owl

Dennis Larson

Mary Lou Stewart

Orlyen 0. Stensgard

3507 32 St SW

409 S 4th St

P.O. Box 2421

Fargo, ND 58104

Fargo, ND 58108-2421

Clem Cossette

Lennis Olson

5545 Co. Rd. 3

119 C Street

Kindred, ND 58051

West Fargo, ND 58078

Dick Kropich

Alden Gjevre

1217 48 Ave S

3024 Rivershore Dr. S

Fargo, ND 58104

Moorhead, MN 56560

Ralph Lenzmeier

Jack lkel

2003 N Arabian Loop

1040 Elizabeth St.

Payson, AZ 85541

Hawley, MN 56549

Dennis Jacobson

Roy Krogen

2615 Atlantic Dr S

437 Brooks Ave So

Fargo, ND 58103

Drayton, ND 58225-4311
As you read into the obituary, John saved his life, John
was hit with shrapnel while rescuing him.
(Ed. Note: Thanks for your contribution to the 164thlnfantry News.
Your enjoyment of the reunions and gratifying words ofpraise will
be received by the reunion Committee. Ben Parkos and his brothers
Harry and Martin enlisted in Service Co., Devils Lake, ND. While
training in Camp Claiborne, IA they transferred to the Anti-Tank
Co. While engaged in a battle on Bougainville, Ben was severely
wounded by enemy fire. John La.ndowski under heavy enemy fire
rescued Ben, thus saving Ben's life. Landowski was hit in the arm
by Japanese rifle fire, for this action Landowski was awarded a
Silver Star and a Purple Heart. The Purple Heart award was the
second one awarded to La.ndowski, the first Purple Heart pinned
on J. Landowski was for a wound received in the Battle for
Guadalcanal. Parkos answered the Last Roll, 29 Nov 2002.
Landowski is up and moving around slowly, using . oxygen and
swimming. John you served your buddy very well.

Moorhead, MN 56560
Your Husky, Handsome, Brave Upstanding Member Owl
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UNLOADING MERCHANT MARINES SHIP
The 164th Regiment often had battle duty at Koli Paint, Mantikau Ridge, but was pulled back to the perimeter defense line
around Henderson Field for a well-needed rest from the harshness of the frontlines pushing the Japs to an ultimate defeat.
To make sure the troops had a chance to enjoy the blue Pacific and the very warm (dam hot) ocean air, work details were
sent to unload the Merchant Marine ships, anchored off Kukum Beach, Lungo Point. The ships were bringing in much
needed supplies, rations, and ammunition and gasoline aviation/truck. The 164th work details climbed on board the ships
operated the loading winches dropped cargo nets into the stifling, steamy holds and the 164th filled the nets. The nets were
pulled up, lowered into waiting Higgins boats heading for Kukum Beach. To speed up the unloading very large flat navy
supply barges were tied to the cargo ships. Very hot, heavy tiring work. 164th men operated the winch cables, as the
Merchant Marine personnel did not have sufficient union operators. The Merchant Marine sailors were drawing high pay plus
extra pay/bonus for being in a very dangerous war zone.
Coming up out of the
cargo hold with a
load of artillery
shells are Cpl. Nell &
Cpl. Yearke enjoying
a smoke and some
fresh air.

Lt. Mark, Cpl. Maynard, Cpl. Yearke, P.F. C. Hoff, Pvt. Tony and SI
Sgt. Connolly wearing sailor caps. All these men were from "M"
Co. 164th working on the SS Merchant Marine cargo ship, 1942 off
Guadalcanal.
Photo Credit: Jack Connolly Collection

The navy barges were very large and the "M" Co. boys take time
out to play a downsized softball game. A player had to avoid trying
for a home run, as the space was very restrictive. Any batter hitting
the ball into the Pacific was automatically out. Their picture shows
second bases. The runner is probably drinking fruit juice as there
was no beer cargo.
Pvts. Cooper & Penny
carrying a coconut log to
strengthen their "M" Co.
Machine
Gun
on
Guadalcanal, 1942.
Photo Credit Jack
Connolly Collection
Photo Credit: Jack Connolly Collection
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Sgt. Joe Borski, "M"
Co. sitting in Foxhole
outside tent hospital,
Guadalcanal,
J ap
bomber alert. Borski
had very serious case of
Malaria had to be
evacuated via aircraft.
Malaria was a major
health problem
Guadalcanal.

Jack Connolly, S/Sgt., "M" Co., Fiji Islands, 1943. Bamboo/
thatched Barrio huts living quarters for "M" Co. The huts were not
even a 112 star rating but better than a foxhole.

Photo Credit: Jack Connolly Collection

Al Wiest, Capt. "M" Co. rest area, Guadalcanal, 1942. Good officer
- remained in army retired as a Lt. Colonel, "M" Co., men called
him· "The Skipper". Credit Jack Connolly Collection

Lt. Campbell, "M" Co., Fiji Islands, 1943. Training new
replacements for next battle.

Photo Credit: Jack Connolly Collection

Gilbert McCaouslin,
"M" Co., 4 Star
Hotel??? Fiji Islands,
1943, Barrio Huts.

Not in Vain
Some of the boys of "M" Co. on Kukum Beach after unloading
Merchant Marine supply ships anchored of Guadalcanal.
L-R Soboluiski, Hort, Ross in the white hat, Maynard behind him,
Gunner Thorpe, Collins, Marshall, Reynolds, Perry, Hoff, Spinner,
Seymoure, Dindy, Karberger, Sikoski, Dalen, Woody.

If I can stop one heart from breakin~ I shall not live
in vain. If I can ease one life the achin~ or cool one pain. Or
help one fainting robin unto his nest again, I shall not live in
vain.
Emily Dickinson
(Born 1830; died 1886)
Reproduce by permission
of Little Brown & Company
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SHOOT OUT IN CLE ELUM
December 7, 1941 started the 164th Infantry Regiment
(Rifle) on many new experiences, leaving Camp Claiborne,
LA to the Cow Palace, San Francisco to duties guarding key
points that might be subject to saboteurs from Japan/German
enemy forces or allegedly 5th Columnists. "L" Company was
assigned to protecting railroad bridges, tunnels, dams and
mines in Cle Elum, Washington area.
Sgt. Carl Vettel after completing his tour of duty for the
day was eating his evening meal in the Cle Elum
Confectionery and Card Room. One could purchase candy,
beer and a meal. Connected with the cafe was a card room
where local people could partake in games of chance such
as dice or poker. Apparently two very unhappy losers in the
games of chance went back to their living quarters picked up
rifles and a shot gun with the intent to return to this card room
and recover their loses and any surplus funds. The hoodlums
entered the card room fired a warn1ng shot over the heads of
the gamblers. A second shot was fired to convince the players
that this was serious. The second shot knocked out the drop
light over the table leaving the room in semi-darkness. Some
of the crowd tossed their money on the table, others dove
under the gaming tables.
Meanwhile Sgt. Carl Vettel, who had just come off night
guard inspection and was sitting at the Ashman cafe counter
for a late lunch, heard a shot and getting up coolly, said he
guessed he's see if there was something he could do.
Pushing his way through a few spectators in front of the
Cle Elum Confectionery, he slipped around to the side
entrance, took in the situation at a glance, reached in and
hooked his arm around Cernich's face and yanked him out
onto the sidewalk.
Had Close Call

In the scuffle he wrenched the rifle from Cernich, receiving
a gash in the palm of his hand. Grasping the gun by the barrel
he was swung at Cernich as he broke away, hitting him on
the shoulder.

ducked between two closely parked cars and raced across
the scuffle street and fired a shot when he failed to heed the
command "halt''.
The sergeant ran out into the street and as the fleeing
man dodged between two other cars parked in the rear of the
house on 309 Railroad Street, he fired again. At the same.
time, things were happening in the card room. As Minerich
turned for a split second to see what the commotion was, Joe
Reay struck the harber and George Melosevich grabbed him
and together they pinned him on the floor.
Reay himself got hit a couple hard blows, and someone
broke the stock and bent the barrel of the shotgun by beating
it on the floor. The shotgun was a single shot and had not
been fired.
Meanwhile, the sergeant returned and turned the rifle over
to officers, Storey and Bray, who arrived on the scene almost
simultaneously.
While the officers were handcuffing Minerich-the sergeant
and Reay went over to look for the man they thought had
fallen, but not finding him, rapped on the rear door of the
house at 309 E. Railroad.
The woman inside hadn't seen him but told that he had
heard heavy breathing. Borrowing a flashlight from her they
found the man lying face down in the narrow space between
the two houses. They carried him into the kitchen of the house,
where the physician pronounced him dead. The bullet had
passed completely through his right chest puncturing the lung.
The investigating police officers reported that the two
robbers were named Minerich and Cernich. They both had
long prison records. Sgt. Vettel received letters of
Commendation from J.L. Benedict, Major General, U.S. Army
Headquarter zone, Western Theater of operations and Ninth
Corps area, Fort Douglas, Utah and one from Earle R. Sarles,
Colonel, 164th Infantry. George Vetter with the rest of the

Continued on pg 17

The gun went off in the scuffle, but it wasn't until the next
afternoon that the sergeant appreciated what a close call he
had, on finding a bullet hole in his coat.
The sergeant pumped a shell into the gun as Cernich

Lt. Carl Vettel, KIA, Nov. 21,
1942, Matanikau Ridge
Guadalcanal. 23 years old, Al
L Company, Cummings, ND.

Lt. Carl Vettel, While
attending officer canidate
school 1942, New Caledonia.
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regiment arrived on New Caledonia 1942, and took up
defensive sectors as there was a possibility that Japanese
forces might invade the island as part of the plan to cut supply
lines to Australia. On New Caledonia an Officer Candidate
School (OCS) was established. George Vetter was among
the first group of 164th the man to receive commissions as
2nd Us. Vetter was assigned to "A" Company, 3rd Platoon.
The regiment was ordered into battle October 9 arrived 13
October 1942 to reinforce the 1st Marine Division. Lt. Vettel
leading his 3rd Platoon, "A" Company to eliminate a Japanese
Machine gun on Mantanikau Ridge, stood up to throw a
grenade, his right thumb was shot off. Before the grenade
could explode. The Jap. Mg. gunner shot and killed-U. Vetter.
In the same action Mel Shirley was severely wounded. His
brother "Gil" Shirley helped tend his wounds. Mel was carried
back to the SN Aid Station. It was 3 months before "Gil" Shirley
learned that his brother had survived the terrible wound. The
Vettel family, Cummings, ND made a big contribution to the
US Armed Forces. George Carl Vettel, KIA, Guadalcanal,
1942. Carl enlisted in the ND National Guard 1937, Edward
Vettel - Navy WWI I, radar operator on SS Sitko Bay and escort
Aircraft Carrier, Harold Vettel, Lt. Col. Retired Air Force Korean
War, Geo. F. Vettel, Navy 1950-54, radio operator, on USS
Taconia, Geo. Vettel, Navy 1953-55 ODE, Key West Florida,
Thomas H. Vettel, Army 1956-1959 - 3rd Army Rifle Battalion,
Germany. Rita Vettel, Army Nurse WWII, 1944-46, served in
France and Germany.

learned about her brother being killed on Guadalcanal. She
decided to join the Army Nurse Corps and use her nursing
skills to serve her country. She was 21 years old when she
enlisted. Rita was a registered nurse, started her military
service after basic training in Colorado Springs, assigned to
Army O'Riley General Hospital, Springfield, Mo. She was sent
to 137th Evac Hospital Unit, to which seriously wounded
patients were transferred from front line hospitals. 2nd Lt.
Nurse Vettel took care of medical and surgical patients. In
these army hospitals she cared for soldiers severely wounded
in body and spirit. Rita started in Army Hospital in France and
as the war was winding down, she helped set up a new
hospital in Germany. After the war, Rita met Geo. Franzel,
married him and now lives near Detroit Lakes, MN. Geo.
Franzel served with the US Army in Iran, WWII.
(Ed. Note: Information sources from Newspapers. The Miner-Echo,
Cle Elum, WA, Hillsboro Banner, Frazee Forum - Jerry Barney
and interviews with "Gil" & "Mel" Shirley).

George & Tom Vettel still live on 1937 family farm where
they grew up near Cummings, ND. The farm is approximately
1200 acres, growing cereal grains, edible beans, soybeans
and corn. Rita Vettel was taking Nurse's training when she

Ritd Vettel, 2nd Lt. US
Army Nurse WWII
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Presidents Message
We had a great meeting yesterday f illing some of
the open spots fo r our reunion. You would be pleased
to see how everyone has pulled together to see that
you will have a good t ime in September. Even the
construction is moving faster than we had even hoped
for. You know there are two seasons in ND, winter and
construction! Plan on the side trip to Veterans Memorial
Cemetery. I'm sure you will be as proud of this as we
are here in Bismarck, the shopping will be just across
the street from teh Motel. Be ready to have some fun
and see some of the old gang again. Have a safe trip!
We'll be looking for you. May God Bless?
To.k c....o.n G.116. God. 5puc..
f n111lc. R. Ei&.
c.w(, (Rt..t)
PY6i&.nt (Li+~ f\'bnl:x.r)
70/-255-7110

Annual Reunion
September 19-21 ,2003
Ramkota Hotel, Bismarck, ND
The reunion will be at the Ramkota Hotel, Bismarck,
ND (701 ) 258-7700 - Free Parking . Make your
reservations soon . Registration - Noon - Friday,
September 19, 2003.
Members will be mailed additional information about
the reunion activities along with a registration blank.
Please make your plans to attend with a quick return of
your registration blank, as this will help the committee
plan the meals and social activities . Saturday,
September 20, 2:15 p.m., bus trip to visit Veterans
Cemetery, Mandan , ND. Bring your dancing shoes and
join your friends at the reunion .
VICE PRESIDENT

K.

At recent Association meeting President Eide ,
announced that "Bernie" Wagner will fill the office of
the Vice President so the Association now has a full
set of officers to fin ish out the year. Wagner has served
as Association President twice and played an active
role on many committees. A salute to "Bernie" Wagner
for stepping forward to carry on the fellowship of the
164th Infantry Association.

WIU JAIIH.-OII
IDURDAVE8W

JAIIDTOWN, ND --41211

164th Infantry
Pii t :Annual ?Reunion

LAST CALL FOR CAPS /T-SHIRTS
AND BUMPER STICKERS
CALL TO ORDElt
Ilm·old L. Zum1>!
INVOCA'l'ION
The Very Rev. Thomas Tracy

Few color bumper stickers (suitable for
framing or a scrapbook). $3.00 for 1 or 2 for
$5.00, includes postage and handling.

SPEAKERS

General G. Angus Fraser

Ben Kemp - SIT

General LaRoy R11ird

JAMESTOWN, N. DAK.
JUNE 7, 1947

Frc<l Auntlahl, Governor o! North Dakota
Huber L. Edwards, Adj. General N. Dak.
Crump Garvin, Brig. Gen. U. S. A.

MEMORIAM AND BENEDICTION
The Very Rev. Thomas Tracy

164th Infantry Caps / T-shirts order form
Host Active Apparel
18627 Red Cherry Circle
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55345
1-800-440-1571

MUSIC

I only found that
when I worked for
myself alone, myself
alone worked for me.
But when I worked for
others, also, others
worked for me.
Benjamin Franklin
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Mcmber11 of former 164th Infantry Rane!
HONORE D GUE 'TS
Miss Peggy Lee, Noted Radio and Screen Star

$5.00 per item will go to 164th
Infantry News

Roy Brandt, Hollywood Radio Aunouncer

BUSINE

SESSION

Organization and Adoption of Constitution
Election of OITicer11
Other BusincKs
Adjourn.

See last issue of 164th
Newsletter Vol. 43. No. 1
March, 2003 for order blanks/sizes etc.

Last Roll Call
Something fias syoken to me in the night.
r.Burning tfie ta_pers the waning year:
Something fias syoken in the night.
~nd to(a me '] sfia(( die. '] know not where.
SayinB:
"'To (~se the earth you know, for Breater
knowing:
'To fose the (ife you have, for greater fife:
'To, feave tfie jrienls you (oved, for greater
(ovmg:
'To ftna a (ana more kind tfian fiome, more
(ar8e tfian earth
Wfiereon the _piffars tfiis earth are founded.
'Towara which tfie conscience tfie worfd is
tending
~ wind is rising, ana the rivers ffow."

of

Harold P. Aarhus

Charles Kretchum

Concord, CA

West Newport, PA

(Was with the group that

Robert J. Olson

revisited Guadalcanal, October, 1992)

Jesus E. Avila
Long Beach, CA
WWII

Clarence 0. Blecha
Grand Forks, ND
WWII

Nixa, MO
WWII

William Pautzke
Minot, ND

Ted Peterson
WWII

Allen "Bud" Brown

Willard Reem

Porterville, CA
WWII

Atkin, MN
WWII

of

of

- 'Tfiomas. Wolfe

Rudson B. "Buddy" LeRoy E. Smith
Bellinger
11 Dec. 01
Chicago, IL

Evansdale, IA

WWII

WWII

John Clarys

Clifford J. Weber

Menoken, ND

Duluth, GA

WWII

WWII

Knute A. Fossen, Sr.

John B. Vaneedenburg

Jacksonville, FL

Monument, CO

WWII

WWII

Jerome D. Gazler
Chicago, IL
WWII

Orville Holtan
Bismarck, ND
WWII
(Orville Holton was a member of the 164th
Band. Holton using his musical skill played
TAPS for the Last Roll Call for many men of
the 164th Infantry KIA on Guadalcanal and
for members of the 164th Association after
WWII.)

Say a_prayer for a(( our
comrades and wives for
Bood heafrfi mu{ ome
extra time as they have
earned" it.
'M.am.1 cf tlie 1 4th
members are limfrt3
very_ scrio11s. heafth
yrob(ems. 'Th row in
an e rra yrayerfor y ur
(c{ 6udcfie an{ their
Wt 1uieifu( comyanions.
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JULY

03-------------~-------

Photo Credit: Mark Durley

Photo Credit: Mark Durley

Japanese "Betty" Bomber shot down near abandoned Kahila being
approached on general flight path Japanese Bomber. Northeast of
landing beaches for the 164th Regiment in loops beyond Cape
Torokina.

Cape Torokina being approached on general flight path ofJapanese
Bombet: Landing beaches for VS. was in loop beside Cape Torokina
Aug 1986
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